1. welcome to the drama house tonight the stage is a permanent building all praise to the gods pain
a song of the vedas before a time of gods and heroes these are the shadows of a remote age all we know
is thrown up to the screen telegraphed and projected from somewhere else the earth is our short bridge
2. no existence or non-existence no death or immortality no desire or sight nothing beyond then desire came
from emptiness order and truth were born from the heat as it melted off and then the queen gave birth
to the sky and earth where we write our song to her
3. the song that drives out confusion like the pure new oceans that surround this island sita is the sun
hanuman is the mirror together they destroy he who is death to death all life has problems
but at least they end today our story begins and tomorrow we will tell of the colossal battle
between rama and the god's verse this bridge to a new sun is rising a sun to fill all tired eyes
4. under these strobe lights and dancing colors we spread across the universe in praise
saraswati is majestic and her music unfolds from the lotus and her blessings
are for the children
no sounds but world sounds
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